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One weekend that could change your life!

The main reason startups fail is because they start with a fancy product, without considering the market need.
And here a real-world need is handed to you! We tackled a local problem, but one that had global relevance. As an entrepreneur this is a dream, you're handed a
problem, a global problem, and on top you have a great team. As an entrepreneur you can't have a better format!" - Shahram Sharif, team captain of winning team
LindaCare.

Look at our challenges
Check out some of the real-world challenges we'll be addressing, or bring your own startup idea.

Meet our team captains
All experienced and successful entrepreneurs. If you want to join a specific team, be quick and let us know!
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Learn more about Hack For Health
Find out all about Hack For Health: the format, the practicalities and how you can join us.

Check out the previous edition
The first edition of Hack For Health held in September 2013 in Genk was a resounding success. Read more about it.

Meet the Jury members
A great mix of top investors, entrepreneurs and advisors! Impress them and you're off to a flying start.

Register today

News
Designers: Healthcare needs your help
21 Mar 2014
Digital health is super-hot, but it's crying out for designers. Check it all out at HackforHealth.

3 good reasons to take part in HackforHealth
24 Dec 2013
Here’s 3 reasons why you should take part in HackforHealth in Belgium.
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#hackforhealth
InSTEDD @InSTEDD
12 augustus
#HackforHealth approach, pioneered by
@SkollGlobal @InSTEDD @Opendream
@sacids featured in @TechInAsia
techinasia.com/health-hacks-t…
#Labcraft
Geretweet door SACIDS
Samenvatting weergeven
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iLab Southeast Asia @iLabSEA
20 juni
Who #HackforHealth at #EpiHack Laos?
#hackforhealth tweeten
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